Marko Pogacnik
SOUNDING THROUGH THE THROAT OF EUROPE
If the backbone of Europe is extending from Greece as its base chakra, to Island as its crown, so the
elements of the throat chakra are positioned around the North Sea. More exactly it is composed of two
watery channels, La Manche in the west and Skagerak-Kategat-Öresund in the east. The purpose of the
workshop is to explore a portion of the second one and to experience its creative power – the throat
chakra is a chakra of creation!
Through visiting some exceptional places in the west of Sweden the group
will explore the depth of creative processes upon our planet and within us.
Another purpose of the Workshop is to get to know the so-called causal
dimensions of the Earth and the Universe that Marko is exploring since
two last years. The causal dimensions are responsible for preserving and
balancing out of the Matrix of life. The question that the workshop and
the accompanying theoretical part should answer is how the Matrix
manifests in a landscape. Which beings and energy Systems are involved?
What are the resonances upon our human body?
The knowledge of these sacred dimensions can help us to act creatively
in this given moment of evolution, when the life bearing balances are collapsing.

27-31 July 2011 in west of Sweden
Alda, association for geomancy, is organizing.
The course will be in English.
We will stay at B&B near Gothenburg by the sea.
We’ll start with supper at 7 pm the 27 th of July.
Costs: Course, all food included
432 €
Wed-Sun in 2bed room
102 €
Few single room available.

We would like your booking before the 28th of April. You’ll
receive a booking form and more information by contacting:

Helle Helborg, Hannelund, S-61074 Vagnhärad, Sweden
geomanti.alda@telia.com
Tel: +46 -156 14144
look at www.markopogacnik.com

